No Feature Selection
average $R = 0.710$
average $MSE = 0.027$
1566 Features

CFS t-test filter = 0
average $R = 0.720$
average $MSE = 0.024$
average 680 Features

CFS t-test filter = 1
average $R = 0.777$
average $MSE = 0.022$
average 770 Features

CFS t-test filter = 10
average $R = 0.776$
average $MSE = 0.022$
average 461 Features

CFS t-test filter = 20
average $R = 0.751$
average $MSE = 0.023$
average 242 Features

CFS t-test filter = 30
average $R = 0.731$
average $MSE = 0.024$
average 128 Features

CFS t-test filter = 70
average $R = 0.571$
average $MSE = 0.032$
average 10.2 Features

CFS t-test filter = 90
average $R = 0.506$
average $MSE = 0.035$
average 4.1 Features